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visited. Here is also an electric plant and a machine 
shop where special ocean work or laboratory appaTatus 
can be made. 

The English members are Prof. Bruce of Edinburgh 
and Prof. Buchanan of Cambridge University, also 

Sir John Murray, of the "Challenger" expeditions. 
We note also the name of M. Nansen, the well-known 
Arctic explorer. Among the French members, besides 
those already mentioned, are Prince Roland Bona
parte, Dr. Richard, the bead of the Monaco establish-

ment, and M. Yves Delage. Germany is represented 
by Drs. von Dry�alski of Berlin, M. Hergesell of 
Strasburg, Drs. Chun and Hensen, and others, and in 
all there are thirty members, and many countries 
thus aid in the SlIccess of the enterprise. 

Steel Cars for Passenger Trains 
Designed and Built by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

THE Pennsylvania Railroad has in servIce 764 all
steel cars of various types, and 358 cars now under 
construction. T'he company has gone further in the 
direction of the use of steel cars than most other 
roads. The Pennsylvania's policy in this respect' was 
the result of a long period of inquiry and ex,periment 
in which the late President Cassatt took an active 
part. After several cars had been built the ,president 
a'ppointed a committee of motive power officials to 
make a thorough report on the designs to be adopted, 
and the cars are now being built in accordance with 
the recommendations of that committee. 

WOODEN CARS DO NOT MEET MODERN REQUIREMENTS. 

The demand for ,passenger cars which would be 
stronger and better able to meet the severe conditions 
of serv,ice led to the consideration of other materials 
than wood 'for their construction. Growing scarcity 
of suitaJble timber and its rapidly increll.'ling price 
played an important part in the development, since 
wood cars would soon cost as much as those of non
t:ombnstible materials. 

TYPES Db' CARS. 

After, carefully considering the problem from al\ 
sides, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company decided 
to adopt two tY'pes of steel 'passenger equipment: 

(A) For through trains, drawn by steam or elec
tric locomotives and composed of mail, baggage, sleep

.lng, dining or day coaches. A long car of heavy con .. 
struc>tion suited to withstand the strain incident to 
pulling, coupling or buffing in long trains. 

(B) For suburban trains, drawn by a locomotive 
or propelled by motors upon the truck axles; a 
short car of Hghter construction well suited to opera
tion in frequent short trains to accommodate th<, 
traffic. 

RI;;QUIREIJ STRENGTH o�' �'RAMES. 

III preparing the designs for heavy type equipment 
great care has been exercised to provide ample 
strength to resist end shock of buffing or collision, 
Standard steel freight cars are designed to resist an 
rnd shock equivalent to 300,000' pounds compression" 
}<�x.perience with freight ca;'s during the last five years 
indicated that this is not excessively high. An ex" 
perimental determination of this figure was made by' 
allowing a dynamometer car, weighing 51,000 
'POunds, to !bump a number of loaded freight cars 
standing IlJpon the track. The dynamometer reg
istered 607,000 ,pounds. Another experiment was 
made by allowing a loaded steel freight car and the 
dynamometer car, weighting together 181,400 pounds" 
to bump a loaded freight car standing on the track, 

INTERIOR OF THE STEEL MAiL CAR 

The dynamometer recorded 400,000 pounds. In a col
lision between ,passenger and freight cars it is desir" 
able that the passenger car should ,be the stronger in 
order to escape with as little Injury as possible. 

In computing loads upon the various members of 
the frrume it has' been decided that a compression 
load of 250,000 pounds between bufl'ers, also 150,000 
pounds between draft gear, is to ,be added to the 

normal loads due to the weight of the car and lading. 
Under these conditions the combined fiber stress is 
limited to 1 2,500 pounds per square inch for cars in. 
through train service and 20,000 pounds per square 
inch for cars in suburban service. In determining 
these stresses none of the material above the belt rail 
is included excepting in the case of the horse-express 
car and the car designed for the Newark Rapid Tran
sit Servi'ce, which have sufficient reinforcement above 

THE NEW TYPE OF SIX-WHEELED TRUCK 

the doors to take care of the various strains. In 
the rest of the cars the sides beneath the window sills 
form girders about three feet deep, for which the belt 
rail acts as the top flange and the outside sill as the 
bottom flange. Owing to their great length, the thin .. 
ness of the web, and the comparative shallowness' of 
the flanges, these girders would probably co\!lapse if 
subjected to end thrust. In calculations, therefore, 
the web and upper flange are not considered as re
sisting any of the 400,000 pounds load assumed to 
represent the effect of buffing. 

The superstructure of cars is made strong enough 
so that they can roll completely over without danger 
of col \apse. Posts, car lines and other parts are pro
portioned under thi.s assumption. 

The ends of cars are framed in such a manner as 

to resist end shock. Deck, or I-beams, forming the 
frame about the end door and securely fastened to 
both end frame and roof are proportioned with this 
idea in view. These features are shown in one ot 
the accompanying nlustrations. 

TYPES OF FRAME CONSTRUCTION. 

In the design of framing for steel cars two general 
types have been developed. One, in which the center 

GENERAL VIEW OF THE STEEL CAR, SUP
PORTED ON TWO SIX-WHEEL TRUCKS 

STEEL BOLSTER OF THE TRUCK 

sill is made strong enough to resist the end loads de-
: veloped , by pulling and buffing, in,'add;ition to the 

transverse loads due to the weight of under frame, 
superstructure 'and lading. The oUier 'ty.pe in' which 
the plate girders formed Iby the sides of tlie car' be
neath the windows are relied upon to ca�ry the trans
verse load due to the weight of the under frame, su
perstructure and lading. The center sill in the latter 
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type is usually rather light, being designed to resist 
the end loads developed by ordinary pulling and light 
buffing. This type of framing follows the general 
form used in wooden cars where the transverse loads 
are oarried by wooden trusses within the sides of the 
car reinforced by truss rods ,beneath the side sills. 

For through train service subjected to heavy buffing 
and pulling the center sill type of frame has been se
lected. It has a.lso ,been used in designs f,or suburban 
type equipment, as it has been found .that, with a 
modified for,m o� center sill, sufficient room for 
motors was 'provided between the under frame and 
track. 

DESIGN OF CENTER SILL. 

The heig,ht .from the track to the center of cou.pler 
is determined by law, and the height to the top of 
the floor is practicllllly regulated by custom. The cen
ter of the draw ba'r is, therefore, ,fixed at about 17 
inches below the floor. 

In wooden car construction the center sills are usu
ally rather shallow and the coupler is supported be
low them. Loads upon the underframe, brought about 
by buffing, tend to bend down the ends of the car due 
to the fact that the center sills, are not symmetrically 
loaded. In the steel car of the th,rough train type 
the center sill is made deep enough to bring the line 
of coupler within its section. 

With the heavy center sill frame, body bolsters as 

used in wooden car construction are unnecessary, for 
the major part of the transverse load is delive,red di
rectly to the center sill which transmits it to the 
trucks through center plates carried on its under sur
face. The transverse loads which come upon the sides 
of the car and. which must be transferred to the cen
ter girder are delivered at four points to equalize the 
loading. The centJlr sm is a continuous girder, sup
ported at two points by truck center plates and 
loaded with a practically uniform longitudinal load, 
which it carried directly, together. with four transverse 
loads delivered to it from the sides of the car through 
cross, bearers and body ends. The points of application 
of the concentrated loads are so selected that the two 
loads at each end are about equidistant from the cen
terplate. Under this condition it has been possible to 
obtain in the center sill practically equal fiber stres� 
at the middle and over the center ,plates, thereby se
curing great economy in the metal and avoiding the 
use of a center sill of deeper cross section at the mid
dle than over the trucks. With the comparatively 
thin sheet steei metal, used in sheathing the sides and 
roof, it is of great importance to avoid unnecessary 

INTERIOlt OF THE PASSENGER CAR 

'loading, as it is likely to cause loosening of the joints 
and working of 'the ' rivets in their holes;' With this 
form of construction the'side girders are .m

'
ade co�

paratively light as . th'ey, s'ustahi ,little tr,ansverse ' lo�d 
and are supported at four points. Side, doors re
q uired' by mail;· express; or baggage 'cars can be lo
cated where most convenient' without requiring any 
material strengthening in the side truss. 
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T,he following table gives the comparative' strength 
and weight of steel and wooden cars: 

N um � ot passenger ••. """ .. .. . . '" ... "" 6ll 
Car we!ght, pound.... " .... . . .. ............. *91.000 Car weight, per pas.enger, pound...... ' . . 1,470 
Area center .iIl at middLe of car, square inches. 152 
Ar.". center sill at cel)ter �plate qf qar, sq. inche8- 152 IStreBA Iu center sUla due to 150,000 pounds com· 

pression on draft gear lInp� .25(),000 ponnd. 
on b�ffer, per .quare inch.. .... ..... . 10,800 

Comparative value. of center Bills; per cent.... 25 

88 
116.000 

1,307 
50 
50 

11,000 
tOO 

72 
86,000 
1,070 
24.311 
33.32 

18,500 
60 

HEAVY TYPE 70-FOOT STEEL PASSENGER COACH. 

In general arrangement and appearance this car is 
almost an exact copy of the standard wooden pas
senger coach. 

Two 18-inchby 44.2 pound channels wi-th ¥.I-inch X 
24-inch cover 'Plates top and 'bottom form the center 
sill. Cast steel center plates are riveted to the under 
side of the sill, which ·is reinforced at these points by 
.teel ca.tiIlis riveted inside. Projecting beyond each 
end of the cent�r .ill are steel castings designed to 
trli.l1!ln1it directly to the center Inl the loads due to 
buffing, and to support the !lpring rods carrying the 
vestibule buffer plates. 

'I'hese casting.s are provided for the introduction 
of the vertical channels forming vestibule posts. 
Within the center sill near each end are riveted steel 
castings arranged to carry the couplers and ilraft 
leara. 

The side sills are of 5-inch X 3¥.a-inch X 9/16-inch 
angle.. ��h I,ll is supported at its end ,by end sills 
and at two intermediate point., about 14 feet from 
each end, by cross bearers. 

The end sills are of the cantilever form, riveted to 
the center girder and built up of angles; the outside 
Sheathing plate acting as the web. 

The cross .bearers, also of the cantilever form and 
each compoted of two triangular plates flanged �bout 
the edges, are riveted at their base to the center 
sills. Opposite cross bearers are joined by cover 
plates which pass over the top and under the .bottom 
of the center .NL 

Each side .ill il held ,in line 'by nine str>uts of 5. 
i»;ch channels connected to the center sill. Tliese 
struts do not transmit any vertical load from the 
side sills to the center sill. 

east steel side bearings for engaging the trucks are 
secured to the lide sill in line with the center plates. 

Presse<!, steel posts spaced 5 filet 11 inches centers 
support the superstructure. They are of channel sec
tion and the edges are flanged' out and riveted to the 
inside sheathing forming a box section. Their . lower 
ends are securely riveted to the outside sills and their 
upper ends are tapered down and bent inward form
ing lower deck carlines. At their upper ends these 
posts are riveted to the .plate carrying the deck sash. 
The lower edge of this plate is bent out beneath the 
ends_ of the posts and forms a continuous beam of 
angJe .flection running the entire 'length Qf the super
structUre. ... -.-.... '-

�tw!lell the main posts -are shorter intermediate 
'POSts.�icb, extend only from the wi�dow sill to the 
plate carrying the deck sash. They �re of light chan
nel section with edges flanged for riveting to the out
side sheathing, forming thereby a box section. 

Upper deck carUnes are of sheet steel pressed to 
channel section with edges flanged out for riveting to 
the 3/�-t�h I:!teql roof plate. The ends of the car
lines ar.e ,ilveted to tb,e plate carrying the deck sash. 
The upper' edge Of this plate is bent outward and 
down fonutJ!g a continuou!! beam of channel. section 
to which t� edge of the roof plate is riveted. Malle
able iJ;ot;l lit��el! unite the ends of each post and its 
corrC300l!-l\tng C(LrUJ;le. 

T�� -o�t�id� sb,eathing is of % 1nch steel, and the 
course beloW·' .� the ,belt rail .is riveted' to the outside 
sill �J!,d vertically to each Jl9Bt, 

The steel �a.peforming the . underliHl for the win
dows . lap!! O�f the side sheathing, and rivets passing 
through: the belt rail, whIch rullif the entire length 
of the !l�r, secure this joint. The outside sheathing 
above the windows is riveted vertically to the posts 
and its upper edge is riveted to a channel�shaped steel 
sectIon forming the eaves for the lower deck and 
extending the entire length of the superstructure. 

The inside lining, including ceilings and bulkheads, 
is of IllS-inch stool, to the unexposed face of which 
:S/16-inch asbestos is cemented. Molding, closely re
·sembUng that used in wooden construction, is pressed 
and dr.awn from steel, and its use adds greatly to the 
artistic appearance of the -interior. 

The window sashes are of wood and slide in a 
formed steel ,frame. Malleable castings' riveted' to the 
90Bts .upport tbo wlDdow frames. 'Tho wi1140W ·atop., 

which also form ways for the curta\nsi are of ex
truded bronze. The deck sashes are of malleable iron. 

The floor is formed b� corrugated or keystone steel 
plates which are supported by ,the cet;lter sill and upon 
longitudinal angles secured to· t1:1e side posts. 'These 
plates are covered to a maximum depth of 1¥.a inches 
with a plastic surface mling, composed largely of 
cement. 

A sub-floor of asbestos % inch thick SUPPOl'te<\ \Jy 
No. 20 galvanized sheet steel is secured to the center 
and outside sills. 

Along each side of the c-ar just above the floor r�
tangular ventilating ducts are 'Provided which inclose 
the heating pipes and discharge warm fresh air into 
the car. 

In the construction of the platform and vestibule 
an effort has been made to secure sufficient strength 
in the end of the car to prevent the superstructure 
from being swept off from the underframe ,by the next 
car in the event of a collision. The center sill is the 
main sup-port of the entire vestibule, and to it are se
curely framed the 9-inch bulb angles forming the end 
door frame together with the 9-inch channels forming 
the vestibule posts. These vertical members are re
lied upon to prevent damage to the superstructure 
during collision. 

The vesUbule floor ,plate, the end sills and sheath
ing, and:1.b.e vertical bulb angles are securely framed 
together to give an exceptionally strong foundation 
for the end construction. 

The end of the vestibule is supported by two out
side pOllts of pressed sheet steel together with two 
channel post!:! forming a doorway. The base is formed 
'by a pressed steel platform end sill, and the top sup
port is given by the ve,stibule ceiling plate. 

SUBUBBAN TYPE-5
'
4-�'00T STEEL PASSENGER COACH. 

The general arrangement and appearance of this 
car are· similar to the heaVy tY'PC equipment, but the 
car is lower, shorter, and the space allowed each pas
senger is, less than in the larger cars. The arrange
ment of .,seats has been modified to suit the traffic. 

The underframe construction closely resembles the 
heavy ty.pe car, but in order to provide sufficient 
spaCe for motors the center sill is made more shal
low. It is formed by two 9-inch channels with a 
single :1;4-inch cover 'Plate on top and two %-in�h 
cover plates upqn the bottom. This form of section 
keep!! the center of gravity low and decreases the 
bending movement brought about by the fact that the 
draw-bar is below the center sill entirely. The center 
plate ill of special form adapted to reach the same 
trucks, on heavy tYlPe equipment, and the casting, in
closing the,teoupler and draft gear, is attached to the 
under side of the center sill instead of ,being placed 
within it as in the case of the heavy type car. 

The framing of the body is similar to that used in 
the heavy type coach, the main ,posts being identical 
except in the matter of length and shape at the top. 
There are three windows between main posts instead 
of two as in the heavy type coach. 

STEEL SLEEPING CAR. 

In order to com.plete the equipment of steel cars . 
for passenger trains, the Pennsylvania Railroad Com
pany has arranged with the Pullm-an Company to 
design and build some all-steel parlor and sleeping 
cars, of which 638 are now in service . 

In both' e;x:terior and interior BJPpearance they 
cloli!l;lly resemble the s,tandard wooden Pullql.!HI, car, 
excePt in the ill,terior finish, where steel .repl�e!! the 
highly polished !'I,�tutlil: wOQd. 

Stool is used for inside finish and is backed by lUl
'bestos to act as a non-conductor of sound and heat, 
except in cases such as the back wall of. upper berth, 
the berth partitioJU:! and 'possibly a few other cases 
where non-inflammable composition materiall is used, 
as the steel is too cold to the touch. 

The trucks are of standard Pullman type suppUe� 
with cast steel frames in place of the usual wooden 
members. 

The principal dimensions of the cars are: 
Feet. Inches. 

Length over end s�lls .............. 7 2  6 
Length over platforms, coupled ...... 80 6 
Widtb, over side sills ............... 9 91;4 
VV]lth over eaves . .... ........... .. 10 0 

Height over all .................... 14 7 

THE SIX·WHEEL TRUCK. 

An entirely new form of truck was required for 
the steel cars, owing to the fact that the deep center 
sill of the underframe lowered the center plate untlol 
it just cleared the middle axle of a six-wheel truck. 
Advantage was taken of tne QPportunity offered for 
re-ilesign, and a, truck based upon a new principle 
was evolved which is applicable either to four-wheel 
trucks for motor cars, or four and six-wheel trucks 
for those drawn .by locomotives. The new truck utn-, 
izes to the best advanta,ge the valuable properties of 
.teeLaa a .• tructurp.l. material, is del!igned to carry a 
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load equivalent to the ,maximum capacity of the 5 X 9-
inch axle, weighs 21,000 pounds (which is the same 
as the we�ght of the· old wooden trucks) , Ibut is con
siQerlliQly stronger. Transoms, spring plank and 

equalizers, thou�h important parts in former truck de
signs, are not required, as their functions are cov
ered ,by other elements in the new principle of de
sign. 

The accompanying illoustration, page 377, snows the 
exterior appearance as well as the construction of the 
truck. Two elementr are embodied; the rectangular 

'frame catrYingthe .vheels, and the bolster which 
transmits the load delivered at the center plate to the 
axle through .the ,spring rigging. 

The axles run in boxes of the usual type which 
slide vertically in 'Pedestals, secured to the wheel 
pieces and connected at their bottom ends by pairs ot 
tie bars (sufficient space being allowed between tie 
bars to permit the use of a jack in removing bear
ings). Each wheel .piece is composed of two 10-inch 

channels (wit'h their flanges turned toward each 
other) separated to permit certain of the working 
parts to go between them and secured to one another 
at intervals. 

Two wheel pieces are held together by four 'Pressed 
steel cross members of channel section, one at each 
end of the wheel pieces and one at either side of the 
middle wheels. They are depressed below the bottom 
of the wheel pieces in order to clear the center !'Iill 
of the underframe. 

The bolster is composed of four girders running 
crosswise of the truck to the top of which are secured 
two girders running lengthwise of the truck. The 
center a>late rests upon two short transverse girders 
of pressed steel. The lower flange of these gird",rs is 
turned U'P at the ends and the plate riveted to the 
lower flange is brought up and riveted. to the 
longitudinal girders. Between the transverse girders 
is riveted a reinforcing casting to transmit the 
load delivered by the center plate. A horizontal 
rectangular plate forms the lower flange of both 
longitudinal girders and acts as a diaphragm 
to square the bolster. Spring beams are riveted to the 
under side of the longitudinal girders and to the 
rectangular plate which forms their lower flanges. 
They extend on both sides beneath the wheel pieces 
and are confined between guides, which allow only 
vertical and transverse motion of the bolster with 
reference to the truck frame. The spring beams are 
of sufficient width to admit between their downwardly 
p� ojecting legs four elliptical springs. 

The entire load borne by the truck is delivered by 
its bolster to sixteen elliptical springs which rest upon 
equalizers having a ratio of 2 to 1. 

The equalizers are suspended from hangers, w.hich 
deliver to each box of the middle axle one-sixth, 
and to each wheel piec� one-third, of the entire load 
borne by the truck. This load. is delivered to the 
wheel piece at two ,points near the outside pedestals, 
so that each box of the outside axle received one
sixth of the entire load borne by the truck, Each 
box receives its load through a nest of three helical 
springs w,hich, in the case of the end axle, bear upon 
castings secured to the wheel pieces, and in the case 
of the middle axle, bear u pon short equalizers con· 
nected to the hangers. The boxes of the middle axle, 
therefore, move up and down freely and without any 
connection or relation to the wheel pieces. 

Side motion of the bolster relative to the wheel 
pieces provided by the hangers and guides is limited 
by abutments secured to the spring beam. Helical 
springs, resting upon followers guided by the wheel 
pieces and engaging the abutments, centralize the 
bolster and give easy riding qualities equal to those 
secured ,by the link su�ension generally used on 
wooden trucks. 

The outer abutments also aot as side 'bearings for 
the car body and engage castings secured to the out
side sills. 

COUPLER AND DRAW-BAB .  

It was found upon careful investigation that the 
standard form of draw-bar and coupler heretofore 
used on wooden cars did not allow sufficient side mo
tion of the coupler head in rounding curves. The re
sultant binding was particularly noticeable upon long 
cars, and to remedy the defect an entirely new ar
rangement was devised by means of which a lateral 
motion of about 8 inches each side of the center was 
secured. 

Owing to the large amount of side motion, coupler 
heads would interfere with steam and air pipe valves 
in their regular position. Projecting arms are pro
vided on each side of the center sill at end of car for 
supporting these pipes, allowing them to move to 
clear the coupler on curves. 

FOUR·WHEEL TRUCK FOR SUBURBAN TYPE COACHES. 

Designs for a new type of truck for suburban ser
vice have been completed and trucks are now being 
built a.ccordingly. This design is arranged in such a 
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manner' that the same frame, 'bolster and detail con
struction may be used for either the motor or trailer 
truck. 

The frame consists of two side frames �hich are 
composed of 8-inch Bethlehem .H-beams equipped with 

cast steel pedesta.ls at each end. A tra·nsom is rigidly 
attached to the side frames by means of corner gus
sets, . and a bolster is placed inside of the transom 
supported on quintuple elUptic springs carried by 
spring carrier bars llexi'bly attached to the side 

Stalactites 

frames. The transom corner gussets include the 
brake .hanger fulcrums. The transom is made of 
pressed steel channel, shaped so as to permit the plac
ing of the bolster between the vertica.l legs of the 
transom. 

How they are Formed in the Laboratory and in Nature 

IT IS a matter of common experience in everyday 
life, says Knowledge; that when an article appears to 
be hopelessly lost, it is often found again in the 
process of looking for something else. So also in the 
domain of science, when expetiment after experiment 
has failed in the search for the constitution of a 
compound for a method of preparing some substance 
on an advantageous commercial basis, or what not, 
the clue to the problem is frequently found in the 
course of an entirely' different investigation. 

In the case in 'point, for example, attempts were 
. being made, in connection with a course of lessons in 

elementary geology, to prepare stalactites in the lab
oratory. The process seemed simple enough; all that 
was necessary, theoretically, was to allow a solution 
of bicarbonate of calcium to drop slowly' from a. small 
a.perture and patiently to a.wait results. Nothing, 
however, ha.ppened, although the experiment was tried 
in several ways. About the same time; for a different 
purpose, a burette full of lime-water was so arra.nged 
that the .lime-water dropped" from it with extreme 
slowness. This experiment also failed; but for some 
reas'on the apparatus was not dismantled, and the 
burette was left for some weeks with the lime-water 
still dropping slowly. When, however, the burette was 
again examined, it was J;l0ticed that a slight deposit 
was forming around the aperture of the nozzle, and 
it seemed just possible that if the process were 
allowed to continue a stalactite growth might form 
at the end of the burette. 

And so it proved-a strange result when one COD
siders that of the two experiments, one of which was 
started in the hope of making a stalactite, this was the 
one that was not begun for that purpose. 

The growth of the stalactite was watched with 
much interest, and it proceeded with comparative 
rapidity. At the end of six months it had reached a 
length of one inch and a half, which means a growth 
at the rate of 1/150 inch per day. The stalactite 
grew in the form of a 'hollow tube, not quite straight 
but gently waved (see Fig. 1), and of approximately 
tIie same diameter throughout its length. The grow
ing end of the tube was fringed with tiny' fern-like 
projections which clasped the pendant drop as a jewel 
is grasped by its setting. Through a microscope !t 
presented a. beautiful appearance. 

The projections were then seen to be fronds of 
crystalline growth-wonderfully ferI).-like in appear
ance and sharp in outline (see Fig. 2). The drops, 
which at the beginning of the eXlPeriment soon became 
milky, afterward remained perfectly clear the whole 
time they were forming; no separation of opaque cal
cium carbonate appeared to take place. 

At the end of six: months it . was desired to show 
the stalactite at th� annual meeting of the Public 
Schools' Science Masters' Association (January, 1910), 
so the .experiment was stopped and the burette was 
emptied and carefully laid on its side. Then, with 
the point of a knife the "stalactite" was detached from 
the burette with the utmost care, and successfully in
troduced into a glass tube on a cushion of cotton 
wool, where it· still remains. In appearance, it is a 
deUcate, cream-colored tube of interwoven sUk.,. 
crystals, its whole weight being only one-fifth of a 
gramme. 

The drops of lime water had fallen from the burette 
at Intervals of about three and a half hours, making 
a total of eight drops, that is, about three-quarters of 
a cubic centimeter (0.046 cubic inch) per da.y.. The 
drops fell upon a. watch glass, where they evaporated 
to dryness, leaving a. slight and a.pparentIy a.mor
phous deposit. 

It is interesting to compare the weight of the stal
actite given above with the maximum weight of cal
cium carbonate theoretically obtainable from the 
amount of lime water used. Three-quarters of a cubic 
centimeter a day mean about 137 cubic centimeters 
(8.36 cubic inches) in six months (the burette was 
replenished as required from time to time), and since 
the solubility of calcium hydroxide in water at the 
ordInary temperature of a rOom is 0.14, the above 
volume of water will dissolve 0.19 gramme of calcium 
hydroxide at that temperature if a saturated solu
tion is foriDled; and 0.19 gra.mme of calcium hydroxide 
iOntains 0.14� ,rauime of calcium oxide, wh'lcb Ie 
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equivalent to 0. 257 gramme of calcium carbonate. 
The stalactite itself weighs 0. 2 gramme; the difference 
being due partly to the fact that some of the stalactite 
remained adhering to the burette, and partly to the 
fact that some of the lime remained in the drop as it 
fell; and further, the lime water in the burette, even 

FIG. 1 

A. Stalactite Forming on a Burette From Which 
Lime Water is Slowly Dripping 

if fully saturated at the start, did not remain so, but 
there was always a certain amount of amorphous cal
cium carbonate pre�ipItated from the solution, as may 
be seElD at the bottom of the burette in the first pl;l.Oto
graph. The volume of carbonic acid gas required to 
form the calcium carbonate of which the stalactite is 
composed would be contained in about one hundred 
and thirty-three liters (35.13 gallons) of ordinary' air. 
It ·might be noted here that the stalaotite grew in a 
room which was only occasionally used, and for only 
short periods, so that the percentage of carbonate acid 
gas in the air would correspond pretty closely with the 
normal va.lue. 

So much for the facts: how do they OOllliPare with 
the generally accepted theory of the formation of 
stalactites, viz., that they are invariably produced by 
the deposition of calcium car·bonate from a solution of 
bicarbonate of calelum? Here we have an obviously 
stalactitic growth formed by the dropping of a so-

FIo.· 2 

One of the Crystalline Projections Which .. Clasp the 
Drop Shown in Fig .. 1, as Seen Under 

the Microscope 

lution not of bicarbonate of' ca.lcium, but by one of . 
lime, so that an alternative method of formation 
seems possible. Do the conditions necessary for this 
altei-nat�ve method ever obtain na�urally? Is lime 
water . ever dropping through the air in conditions 
similar to those in which it drops from the burette 
in the a.bove experiment? 

The . answer to these "questions is a.ppa.rently yes. 
It has been tacitly assumed by geological writers that 
the stalactitic deposits formed under railways and 
other aNbee �e produced inprecl,e11 tbe tame �&Il. 
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ner as the stalactites and stalaglnites of a' lime-stone 
cavern. But is this so, at any rate in the earlier 
stages? 

. .. 

Is it possible for the whole of the lime-that ii, for 
one-third or one-fourth of the whole bulk of the mor
tar contained in the two to three feet in thickness of 
brick, or stone work, w.hich usually compose the 
masonry of a newly-built railway arch-to 1)e changed 
-into car,bonate of lime by the time that the first 
signs of stalactitic growth appear? A·pparently not, 
for according to Mr. Dlbdin, in his "Lime, Mortar an1 
Cement," the absorption of atmospheric carbonic acid 
gas ·by' ,mortar, although at.first rapid,getll gradually 
slower. "Mortars even centuries old are said to still 
contain appreciable quantities of hydrate of Hme." 
This being so, it seems incredible that there could be 
any free carlbonic acid gas available. for dissolving 
calcium carbonate, at any rate in mortar under ordin� 
ary conditions; although it may be possible for the 
mortar in damp railwa y  arches, through which rain 
water is constantly passing, to become saturated with 
the gas more rapidly. However this ma.y be, the fact 
remains that this complete transformation is not 
necessary: stalactites of carbonate of cal'cium can be 
formed from lime water in contact with the carbonic 
acid gas of the air, and the general similarity in ap· 
pearance between the stalactites of such bridges-hol
low fragile tubes of approximately even diameter
and the artificially-formed sta�actite descri'bed above, 
points to the conclusion that these stalactites and 
those of lime-stone caverns are due, at any rate in 
their initial stages, to quite different causes. In the 
case of the railway and other arches, the rain water 
percola.ting through the mortar must dissolve some of 
the lime, the carbonic acid gas In the rain water com
blnlng at the same time with another small portion 
of lime, thus rendering it insoluble in the water 
which has already' lost its carbonic acid gas; so that 
the drops issuing. from the under surface of the arch 
must consist practically of lime water. As shown 
above, lime water wUl form stalactites when allowed 
to drop slowly, so that stalactitic growth may start 
very shortly after the brick work has been put into 
position-as soon, that is-a.s the mortar in it be
comes saturated with rain water. 

That the explanation giYen above is the true �)De is 
supported by the marked difference in thp. iDlethod 
of growth of the two kinds of stalactites, �z., those 
formed from bicarbonate of lime and those formed 
from lime water. Sir Archibald Geikie, on page 475 
of volume 1 of the new edition of his "Text Book of 
Geology," says, in connection with chemical deposits: 
"Of these by far the most abundant is calcium car
bonate. The way in which this substance is removed 
and re-deposited by permeating water can be in
stinctively studied in the formation of the famntar 
stalactites and 8talagmites beneath damp arches and 
in lime-stone caves. As each drop gathers on the roof 
and begins to evaporate and lose carbonic acid, the 
excess of carbonate which. it can no longer retain is 
deposited round its edges as' a ring. Drop. succeeding 
drop, the original ring grows into a long pendant 
tube, which; by subsequent deposit inside and· outside, 
becomes a solid stalk, and on reaching. the fioor may 
thicken into a massive ·pillar. At first the' calcareous 
substance is soft, and, when dry, pulverul�nt, but by' 
prolonged saturation and the' internal' deposit of cal
cite it becomes by degrees crystalline." 

It Is here clearly. stated that the' original deposit 
which goes to form a stalactite (whether in a. lime
stone cave or under a damp arch) is soft and that It 
onlr becomes crystalline by degrees, whereas· the 
stalactite formed from lime water grows by a method 
01 crystallization, as may easily be seen in. Fig. 2, 
which Is a. microphotograph of the growing' point of 
the .tu�, in which the magnification is about thirty
eight dl�eters.· It somewhat resembles, except in 
rate of formation, a "frond" of cryst/l.Uine· salam
monia.c, as· seen growing on a glass slide under .a mi
croscope, and· it is in striking contrast with the soft 
all!orphous deposit of calcium carbonate one so often 
sees in lime water. Again, the deposition of the cal
cium carbonate, which goes to form a. stalactite, as 
sta.ted in the- above extrad, is due to loss of carbonic 
acid 188. aud take8 pla.ce at the "base" of the droll� 
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